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Abstract

This paper is supposed to bridge the gap between
practical experience in using GeneMark for a rapidly
widening repertoire of genomes, and the available
publications that determine and compare the gene
prediction accuracy of the GeneMark method for different
genomes. Here we tbcus on the genome-specific variability
of prediction error rates and their sources. DNA sequence
inhomogeneity is present both in training and control sets of
coding and non-coding regions. Coding region
inhomogeneity, caused by differences in sequence
composition between "native" and horizontally transferred
genes or between genes expressed at different levels,
contributes to the false negative error rate. Inhomogeneity
of non-coding region may frequently be caused by the
presence of unnoticed genes and contributes to the false
positive error rate. We have documented such unnoticed
genes in GenBank sequences for several species. Some of
protein products of these genes have been characterized by
similarity search methods. For others, which we call
"pioneer genes", no significant similarity has been found at
a protein sequence level although the confidence of
GeneMark prediction is high. For instance, to date a
majority of those pioneer gene predictions made for E. coil
now show strong similarity to more recently characterized
proteins that have been added to protein sequence database.
Another practical question is related to genomic sequence
inhomogeneity at interspecies level: if GeneMark has not
been trained for a particular species, is it possible to apply
models derived for phylogenetically close genomes? The
answer is, yes. The results of cross-species gene prediction
experiments show that cross-species prediction can often be
reasonably accurate.

Introduction

Genome sequencing has recently passed the landmark
of getting two complete genomes of the free living bacteria
Haemophilus influenzae and Mycoplasma genitalium
(Fleischmann et al., 1995; Fraser et al., 1995). Complete
sequences of several other genomes that are expected in
the near future present a challenging opportunity for

computer methods of DNA sequence analysis and gene
identification. In prokaryotic genomes many genes may be
identified with confidence based solely on the length of an
open reading frame (ORF), a DNA segment where the
triplet genetic code can be read continuously. Therefore,
nontrivial targets of gene identification are short genes,
150-550 nt in length. These genes are difficult to
discriminate from randomly occurring ORFs and, on the
other hand, 20-40 % of these genes are not detected by
protein sequence similarity search methods (for instance,
by BLAST type method regardless of PAM or BLOSUM
matrix choice).

A number of algorithms to detect coding potential
were suggested in the 80’s based on the triplet statistical
structure of protein coding regions. A comparison of the
efficiency of the different types of coding potential
statistical measures was made (Fickett & Tung, 1992) and
the advantage of in-frame oligonucleotide (k-tuple)
statistics was indicated. There are several possible
algorithmic ways to use these oligonucleotide statistics
(the most popular are trinucleotides and hexamers) for
coding potential assessment. For instance, the products of
k-tuple frequencies, or sums of their logarithms have been
used (Claverie et al., 1990; Snyder & Stormo, 1995). Such
expressions, however, do not provide rigorous
probabilistic measure for coding potential since adjacent
k-tuples are not independent. The inhomogeneous Markov
model (IMM) of order k- 1, whose parameters are obtained
from k-tuple statistics, permits one to obtain a
mathematically accurate measure of coding potential: the
probability that an observed DNA segment is part of a
coding or non-coding region (Borodovsky et al. 1986a).
IMM models were employed in the GeneMark gene
identification algorithm using a Bayesian inference
framework (Borodovsky et al., 1986b; Borodovsky &
Mclninch, 1993). The software implementing this
approach has been used for finding prokaryotic genes in
several large scale sequencing projects (Burland et al.,
1993; Blattner et al., 1993; Fleischmann et al., 1995;
Fraser et al., 1995) Currently about 2,900 gene described
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in GenBank cite GeneMark as a software tool that was
instrumental in their identification.

A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is an even more
flexible tool than IMM. Recently, the fact that prokaryotic
gene identification is a non-trivial task has gained the
attention of a group working on HMM applications
(Krogh et al., 1994a) and a new algorithm has been
developed for E. coli gene recognition (Krogh et al.,
L994b). The program, EcoParse, is supposed to find 
maximum likelihood parse of a given DNA sequence into
coding and non-coding regions. The advantage of
EcoParse is in that it avoids restrictions imposed by
sliding window techniques. On the other hand, GeneMark
benefits from using the concept of "gene shadow"
designating a region of DNA sequence complementary to
a true gene residing in the opposite strand. This concept
fits well into the Markov model/Bayesian inference
formalism and allows for the concurrent analysis of two
complementary DNA strands. The EcoParse program
processes each strand separately, in two runs. This sort of
procedure generates false positive predictions upon
entering gene shadows in each strand. The erroneous
predictions are related to the self-complementarity of the
RNY pattern observed in coding regions (Shepherd,
1981). To cope with the false positive predictions the
EcoParse program requires a special non-HMM post-
processor. Another problem is to recognize genes that
belong to minor classes like Class III in E. coli (M6digue
et al., 1991).Tests have shown that the EcoParse program
is not sensitive to Class ILl genes from E. coli regardless
of their length, whereas the GeneMark program has been
easily tuned up for finding Class III genes. It appears that
merging the Bayesian inference framework of GeneMark
with the HMM paradigm of EcoParse could be a
promising avenue for future development combining the
advantages of both approaches.

In this paper we assess the GeneMark gene prediction
performance for several prokaryotic species: Bacillus
subtilis, Salmonella typhimurim, Klebsiella pneumonia,
Mycobacterium leprae, Mycobacterium tuberculosis,
Mycoplaz’ma capricolum, Sulfolobus solfataricus and
phage T4. Prediction error rates have been defined not
only for test sequences from the same genome from which
the training set was derived but, also for test sequences
from other genomes. As was shown previously, IMM
order invariant false positive rates indicate the presence of
unnoticed genes (Borodovsky et al., 1995). Upon having
such an observation we attempt to characterize putative
new genes by using GeneMark in conjunction with
sequence similarity search using the program BLAST
(Altschul et al., 1990).

Materials and Methods

Algorithm Outline

The key elements of the GeneMark algorithm are the
IMMs for protein-coding sequence, coding region shadow
sequence and non-coding sequence. Naturally, the
accuracy of representing statistical patterns by IMM
increases with the increase of the model’s order
(Borodovsky et al., 1986a). Parameters, initial and
transition probabilities of IMM of an order k-I are
determined from k-tuple statistics obtained from training
sets of experimentally identified sequences. To identify a
given DNA fragment as residing in a region that is either
i) protein-coding, ii) non-coding but complementary to 
coding sequence (gene shadow), or iii) totally non-coding
(see Fig. 1), Bayesian inference is used.

region type iii

direct strand

inverse strand

i iii ii iii

Figure 1. Types of sequence regions shown along the direct
strand of DNA.

Each one of the three types of sequence regions
(models, j = I, 2, 3) can be associated with a given DNA
fragment, S, by an a posteriori probabilistic measure
defined by Bayes’ theorem:

P(modelilsequence S) 
P(sequence Slmodelj )P(modelj. 

P(sequence Sllmodel. )P(modell )
J

The above expression is generalized to identify
possible reading frames in a coding sequence. Then, seven
a posteriori probability values Pi, i = 1 ..... 7 describe the
likelihood of occurrence of seven mutually exclusive
events related to the sequence S: sequence S is either
directly protein-coding or a shadow of coding region, and
the code is to be read in one of six possible frames, or
sequence S is non-coding. If one Pi, i = 1 ..... 6 is greater
than threshold 0.5, then the DNA fragment S (or its
complement) is identified as a protein-coding in its proper
reading frame. If P7 is larger than 0.5 or if no Pi, i = I .....
6 is larger than 0.5 then S (and its complement) 
identified as non-coding (for more details see Borodovsky
& Mclninch, 1993).

Long sequences are analyzed using a sliding window
technique. For a given window sequence, each of seven
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GeneMark a posteriori probability values is interpreted as
a probability for a nucleotide in the center of the window
to appear in each of the seven states. These probability
values, shown graphically as functions of the nucleotide
position (see Fig. 4, below), are treated as coding region
indicator functions and serve as the basis for parsing the
whole sequence into coding and non-coding regions. The
protein coding likelihood score for a given sequence
region (ORF) is defined as an average of the
corresponding likelihood function within the region. All
ORFs with likelihood scores larger than a chosen
threshold value, for instance 0.5, are included into the list
of predicted genes (expressed ORFs).

Sequence Set Compilation

Sets of DNA sequences were extracted from the
GenBank database (release #85) using the GENEMAN
database search-and-extract utility of the DNAStar
software package (DNAStar, Madison, WI). The
collection of sequences of a given species was divided into
subsets of coding and non-coding sequences according to
GenBank feature tables. Sequences that were incomplete
or labeled as putative genes were excluded. The sizes of
the obtained sequence sets are given in Tab. 1.

Coding Non-coding
Organism Sequences Bases Sequences Bases
B. subtilis 805 721,459 575 275,744

S. typhimurium 458 436,934 369 173,217
K. pneumonia 164 157,617 116 50,315
Phage T4 259 157,123 140 56,869
S. solfataricus 86 65,761 61 28,813
M. tuberculosis 52 54,685 64 46,529
M. leprae 30 28,230 41 55,511
M. capricolum 29 17,595 61 17,742

Table 1. Size of DNA sequence data sets for the eight species.

Deriving Parameters of IMMs

For each organism, oligonucleotide counts were found
for each reading frame of the coding sequence training set
and converted into frame-dependent IMM transition
probabilities. Oiigonucleotide counts were also found for
the non-coding training sets and used to compute frame-
independent transition probabilities. Matrices of transition
probabilities for each training set were derived for several
IMM orders. As the order grows, some IMM matrix
elements may become zero due to insufficient statistics
(the elements other than related to nonsense codons). This
fact causes an increase in prediction error rate. Therefore,

for a given set of experimentally characterized sequences
there is an "optimal" IMM order.

Prediction Accuracy Assessment

The accuracy of the method is characterized by its
false positive and false negative error rates. In order to
assess these rates, the GeneMark program was used to
record the values of likelihood scores in a series of non-
overlapping 96 bp DNA fragments. The false negative
error rate is defined as the fraction of fragments scoring
below 0.5 in the first reading frame when the program is
applied to a set of verified protein coding fragment. The
false positive error rate is defined as the fraction of
fragments scoring above 0.5 in some reading frame when
the program is applied to a set of sequences with no
known protein-coding genes. (For more detailed
discussion see Kleffe et al., 1996). Lower error rates
indicate higher accuracy.

To quantify of divergence of species specific patterns
in gene sequences we applied IMMs trained for a given
species to each of the species specific sequence sets
considered in this study. The benchmark error rates for a
given species were obtained using a cross-validation
procedure. In this procedure, each sequence sample was
divided into 7 sub-samples of equal size. The reported
error rate is the average of the observed error rates for 7
experiments where each sub-sample was used as the test
subject for a model trained on the remaining 6 sub-
samples.

Combination With Amino-Acid Sequence
Similarity Search

The use of the GeneMark program can be further
augmented by subsequent characterization of predicted
proteins via similarity search methods. Technically, the
GeneMark program is able to forward high-scoring
predictions to e-mail servers available through the
Internet. In this study, the GeneMark program extracted
high-scoring ORFs (p >0.5) and forwarded translated
amino-acid sequences to the BLAST e-mail server at
NCBI/NIH. This procedure proves to be an efficient way
to locate proteins that may belong to specific protein
families. Some ORFs with high GeneMark scores
produced amino acid sequences with no any significant
similarity to known proteins. We call these predicted
genes "pioneer genes" and assume that they are worth
investigating by all possible means, including repeating
the similarity search upon protein sequence database
updates.
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Implementation

The GeneMark algorithm has been implemented in
the C programming language both as a stand alone
program and as an e-mail server for UNIX (Solaris 2.3)
operating system. The textual output reports predicted
coding region locations, their nucleotide sequences and
amino-acid sequences of predicted gene products.
Postscript graphical output displays the a posteriori
probability functions pertaining to gene prediction (see
Fig. 7 below). There are two e-mail servers located at
Georgia Tech and at EBI: genemark@ford.gatech.edu and
genemark@ebi.ac.uk. These facilities permit the user to
forward amino-acid sequences of predicted proteins to
BLAST, BLITZ or FASTA e-mail servers implementing
algorithms described in Altschul et al., 1990; Smith &
Waterman, 1981; and Pearson & Lipman, 1988
respectively. The protein sequence similarity search results
are sent from the remote server directly to the original
user.

Results and Discussion

False negative and false positive error rates were
assessed, as described in methods, for six species. These
values are shown in Fig. 2a-f. It is seen that in case of M.
tuberculosis, M. leprae, M. capricolum, the false negative
error rate achieves the lowest value at IMM order two.
Note, that in these cases the size of the coding sequence
training set is relatively small. For B. subtilis, S.
O,phimurium, and K. pneumonia the nearly lowest error
rates are observed for IMM orders two through four. The
practical advantage of using higher order models (order
tour) in this case can be seen from comparison of the
whole distribution of a posteriori probability scores. Then,
it becomes clear that the higher order models produce
distributions with lower variance (data not shown). From
biological point of view the sharp decrease of false
negative error rates for IMM orders from zero through two
has a natural explanation since, essentially, parameters of
zero order IMM are related to in-phase mononucleotide
frequencies, order one IMM carry information on in-phase
dinucleotide frequencies and order two IMM carry
information on in-phase trinucleotide frequencies
(including codon frequencies). The gain of accuracy for
higher order models is due to taking into account the bias
in frequencies of longer oligonucleotides that cannot be
derived from shorter oligonucleotide composition (see also
Borodovsky et al., 1995).

The decline of the false positive error rates seen in
Fig. 2a-f for higher order models can be partially
explained as an artifact related to the simultaneous
increase of the false negative error rate. In extreme cases,
one may state that "if everything is predicted as non-
coding, the false positive rate becomes zero".

There is an important conclusion related to the
steadiness of the false positive rates in the range of low
IMM orders (up to order three in this study). This
tendency contrasts the sharp decrease of the false negative
rates observed with the same IMM models (Fig. 2a-f).
Such a decrease is expected since the higher order models
(but not the highest orders, as discussed above) should
better describe statistical patterns of DNA sequences and
should produce lower error rates. We assume that this
controversy indicates the necessity of re-examination of
the set of presumably non-coding sequences in order to
detect a presence of unnoticed genes within the coding
regions that generate one and the same "false" signal
regardless of the IMM order used. The results of this re-
examination are given below.

The least false negative error rates observed tbr
particular species vary. This value is a complicated
function of the size of the training set, average codon
usage bias and the level of homogeneity of codon usage
bias among gene sequences of a particular species. For
instance, the size of M. capricolum training set is small.
In this case the observed low false negative error rate for
IMM order two is mainly related to the fact that M.
capricolum genes are AT rich with a strong codon usage
bias. S. ~.,phimurium and K. pneumonia have training sets
comparable in size with the one for B. subtilis. However,
the former species, unlike B. subtilis are expected to have
classes of genes with an atypical codon usage bias like
class III horizontally transferred genes in E. coli.

We also investigated the case where IMMs derived
from one species are used to analyze sequences of another
species (Tab. 2, 3). For example, if the E. coli derived
IMMs are used for B. subtilis sequence analysis it yields a
false negative error rate of 63.9%, nearly nine times that
seen when the B. subtilis models are used. The false
positive error rate, however, drops to less than one third
that of the B. subtilis rate. Naturally, the E. coli trained
models do not help to recognize B. subtilis genes and the
majority of B. subtilis sequence has been identified as non-
coding. On the other hand, models derived from closely
related species, such as E. coli and S. t3phimurium, work
quite well for each other’s sequence analysis. The
situation is dramatically different if one takes E. coli and
S. so!fataricus. In general, the correlation between
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Figures 2a-f. GeneMark prediction error rates as a function of IMM order for B. subtilis, S. typhimurium. M. tuberculosis, K.
pneumonia, M. leprae, and M. capricolum. The false negative rales are shown by solid lines, the false positive rates are shown by
dotted lines. Note the general tendency of false negative error rates to decline and then increase at higher orders.
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Sequence-,

,[Model E. coli S. typhimurium K. pneumonia [ EcHT ] B. subtilis Phage T4 S. Solfataricus

E. coli 4.8% 15.8% 18.4% 62.0% 63.9% 81.3% 98.3%

S. ~,phimurium 7.0% 12.1% 9.3% 57.8% 52.0% 66.6% 92.4%
K. pneumonia 25.9% 30.9% 6.5% 84.2% 84.7% ¯ 94.6% 99.5%
EcHT 16.0% 20.4% 32.1% 14.2% 21.7% 11.7% 34.3%
B. subtilis 41.2% 23.9% 31.3% 41.2% 7.0% 24.0% 47.7%
Phage T4 55.0% 60.2% 81.3% 55.0% 37.4% 2.8% 41.6%

S. Solfataricus 92.4% 94.2% 97.6% 81.4% 73.9% 66.1% 14.2%

Table 2. False negauve prediction error rates. The forth order IMM were used. The "benchmark" cells are highlighted. The matrix
and sequence sets denoted EcHT are horizontally transferred (Class III) E. coli genes (Mddigue et al., 1991). (t IMMs for 
solfataricus are of order three).

evolutionary distance and false negative rates is
immediately apparent (Tab. 2).

It is worthwhile to note that IMM derived from S.
typhimurium sequences seem to be relatively good
predictors of K. pneumonia genes, but the converse does
not hold true. The explanation of this phenomenon relates
to the fact that K. pneumonia and S. ~.’phimurium gene
sequences share a bias towards the same oligonucleotides
(in particular, codons) but the bias in the former species 

stronger than in later one. Consequently, when S.
o,phimurium models are used for K. pneumonia sequence
analysis, the larger transition probabilities related to
oligonucleotides frequent in S. O,phimurium genes are
even more frequently used upon scanning K. pneumonia
genes and produce high coding likelihood scores.

However, this does not occur in the inverse situation. A
similar relationship exists between E. coli native and
horizontally transferred genes and between E. coli highly
expressed and moderately expressed genes [4].

As was stated above, the values and trends of false
positive error rates obtained for sets of disjoint sequence
fragments may indicate the presence of unnoticed genes in

the original sample of presumably non-coding regions.
This assumption is supported by the results of GeneMark
analysis of continuous sequences where strong predictions
of protein-coding regions are seen in locations that are not

annotated in the GenBank database. A thorough review of
E. coli sequences in the EcoSeq6 database (Rudd, 19921)
showed a large number of such genes (Borodovsky et al.,
1994ab; 1995), and many have since been added to later
revisions of this non-redundant E. coli sequence database
maintained by Kenneth Rudd.

In the present study, in parallel with the GeneMark
accuracy assessment stated above, a number of new
putative genes were predicted. Predicted protein sequences
were analyzed by BLAST local similarity search program.

The results are summarized in Tab. 4.

The gene predictions listed above as "pioneer" genes

are of particular interest. Not bearing significant similarity
to any known protein sequence, these may represent new
structural and functional classes of proteins (Fleischmann

et al., 1995; Borodovsky et al., 1995; Tatusov et al.,
1996). The locations of predicted "pioneer" genes are
listed in Tab. 5 below.

One interesting observation made in recent
application of GeneMark to H. influenzae genomic

sequence was that the average length of the pioneer gene
is less than an average length of a gene in H. #,fluenzae
genome (Fig. 3). This difference may contribute to the
difficulty in pioneer gene product characterization by
protein sequence similarity search.

Sequence-->

.[Model E. coli S. ~’phimurium K. pneumonia ] EcHT ] B. subtilis Phage T4 S. Solfataricus

E. coli 15.1% 11.6% 16.7 % 15.1% 3.6% 2.5%. 1.6%
~. Q,phimurium 15.4%. 11.6% 16.7 % 15.4% 6.1% 5.6% 3.5%
K. pneumonia 11.5% 8.6% 13.8% 11.5% 1.3% 13.8% 0.8%
EcHT
t~. subtilis

17.1% 13.3 % 15.1% 17.1% 1 1.6% 15.8% 12.5%
16.2%. 12.6% 15.8% 16.2% 14.2% 12.6% 12.5%

Pt~ge T4
S. Solfataricus

10.4% 7.4% 6.2% 10.4% 9.1% 16.7% 8.6%
2.0% 1.8% 0.2% 2.0% 4.2% 6.4% 11.5%

Table 3. False positive prediction error rates. The forth order IMM were used. The "benchmark" cells are highlighted. (t IMMs for
S. so(fataricus are of order three).
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Pioneer Genes with Not annotated in Amount

genes protein GenBank but of

function present in the sequencl

identified by protein database (kb)
BLAST

All species 190 92 117 776.0

M. leprae 93 26 9 375.0

B. subtilis 51 28 69 229.0

S. typhimurium 15 15 3O 97.7

K. pneumonia 2 10 6 30.7

M. tuberculosis 14 6 1 25.8

M. capricolum 15 7 2 17.5

Table 4. Results of a gene search. Pioneer genes are

reported if no significant similarity (P > 105) to any entry

in the current protein database is found. BLAST

corroborated predictions are reported if the BLAST

program was able to find significant similarity to a known

protein. 117 predicted proteins have been found in the

protein sequence database but their genes are not

annotated in GenBank. These proteins could have been

reported by researchers other than the authors of the

original DNA sequence entry.

B. subtllis

A14086 3 155 51 c 0.7322

D14399 3150 3350 67 d 0.6095

D26185 151051 151209 53 d 0.5689

D26185 19392 19631 80 c 0.7607

D26185 7249 7363 38 c 0.5266

D29985 16585 16974 130 d 0.5472

D30689 2 772 257 c 0.6398

D31856 28482 28871 130 d 0.5355

D37799 983 1150 56 c 0.5473

D45242 10475 10609 45 c 0.6770

D45242 20175 20660 162 c 0.5915

D45911 16661 17089 143 d 0.6676

D45911 3232 3621 130 d 0.5338

L03376 I 360 120 d 0.7295

L06664 240 347 36 d 0.5059

LI5202 I 375 125 d 0.7627

L17438 1864 2064 67 d 0.5570

L35574 l 243 81 d 0.6086

L42526 130 273 48 d 0.5631

M12620 1 168 56 d 0.5718

MI2622 3 164 54 d 0.6587

M16207 l 447 149 d 0.8763

MI7445 756 944 63 d 0.5523

M20012 192 440 83 d 0.8305

M27556 3 233 77 c 0.6618

M34826 3 653 217 c 0.7401

M59358 3 287 95 c 0.6679

M73546 I 159 53 d 0.5401

M74538 3860 4066 69 d 0.5037

M85163 860 1147 96 d 0.8427

$70734 374 607 78 c 0.7229

U11039 2046 2270 75 d 0.6472

U20909 175 480 102 d 0.7042
X02150 110 370 87 d 0.7273

X02369 7561 7668 36 c 016551

X05680 2 181 6O d 0.6892
X07796 2 412 137 d 0.6600

X56679 I 150 5O d 0.5576

X56680 1 243 81 d 0.6747

X58433 2 136 45 c 0.9972

X73124 38542 38745 68 c 0.5838
X78560 73 186 38 d 0.5085

X87845 1303 1476 58 c 0.5665

S. typhimurlum

D26057 890 1183 98 c 0.6716

D90301 228 569 114 d 0.7077

J01804 2 544 181 c 0.9386

L04307 i12 198 29 d 0.5512

L42521 328 768 147 d 0.6057

M84574 2 421 140 d 0.8874

M97752 258 539 94 d 0.8391

U11243 152 301 5O c 0.5941

U11243 3155 3361 69 d 0.6908

U12808 2 205 68 c O.5537

X63534 1911 2033 41 d 0.6193

X73226 504 863 120 d 0.8171

Z29513 599 970 124 d 0.6332

K. pneumonia

X53433 20 343 108 c [ 0.6940 I
X53433 418 654 79 c 0.5299 I

M. tuberculosis

D17369 2 643 214 d 0.6478

L38851 2 154 51 c 0.9117

M62708 2 205 68 c 0.5609

$36714 343 522 60 c 0.5283

U00024 16223 17161 313 d 0.5150

U00024 6319 6504 62 c 0.5898

U27357 2542 2847 102 c 0.8803

U27357 3494 4156 221 c 0.5276

X58485 3 116 38 c 0.9825

X68081 276 1088 271 d 0.5656

X69463 2 178 59 c 0.5750

M. leprae

L01095 3031 3876 282 d 0.7140

L01095 4263 4382 4O d 0.6259

L01095 5291 5515 75 c 0.7326

L01095 6893 6997 35 d 0.6029

L01095 11651 11800 50 d 0.5342

L01095 13147 13245 33 d 0.5937

L39923 11178 11387 7O d 0.6321

L39923 15683 16156 158 d 0.8693

L39923 3076 3312 79 c 0.6157

L39923 963O 9986 119 d 0.8000

U00011 2756 2947 64 c 0.5497

U00011 14327 14539 71 c 0.5045

U00011 27088 27207 40 d 0.5819

U00011 29861 30133 91 c 0.6810

U00011 30397 30639 81 C 0.5555

UO0012 116 532 139 d 0.6597

U00012 20567 21070 168 d 0.7426
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U00012 9243 c 0.9678

d 0.5628

d 0.5148

c 0.5690

c 0.6627

c 0.5014

d 0.5193

c 0.5396

d 0.5969

d 0.7078

d 0.5601

d 0.6080

c 0.5382

c 0.5609

c 0.5926

c 0.5390

c 0.5280

d 0.5445

c 0.5436

c 0.7235

d 0.5664

d 0.5709

c 0.5629

c 0.6168

c 0.5910

c 0.6105

d 0.7771

c 0.6790

d 0.7186

c 0.5622

d 0.6193

d 0.6708

d 0.6244

d 0.5901

c 0.5349

c 0.5462

d 0.6099

c 0.5629

c 0.5795

d 0.5296

d 0.5664

c 0.5046

d 0.5894

c 0.5293

d 0.5451

d 0.5362

c 0.5817

d 0.6008

c 0.6217

d 0.7566

d 0.6297

c 0.5043

c 0.5678

c 0.7768

d 0.5704

d 0.5606

d 0.5863

c 0.6062

d 0.6213

d 0.6994

d 0.6551

d 0.7260

d 0.6769

d 0.7764

39 c 0.5295

9359 39

U00013 127 276 50

U00013 13421 13684 88

U000/3 14985 15122 46

U000i4 5 145 47

U00014 743 946 68

U0~14 13789 14004 72

U0~I4 2029 2196 56

U00014 t8793 63

U00014 26227 26400 58

U00015 328 417 30

U00015 12851 12976 42

U00015 14961 15191 77

U00015 23125 23298 58

U00016 11532 11783 84

U00016 11883 12020 46

U00016 13298 13531 78

U00016 14361 14459 33

U00016 18858 19124 89

U00016 20898 2i101 68

U00016 24183 24380 66

U00016 29667 29753 29

U00016 31269 31418 50

U00016 40528 40725 66

U00016 8879 8974 32

UO0017 19813 19998 62

U00017 23526 23768 81

U00017 33215 334O9 65

U00017 39992 40240 83

U00018 2 175 58

UO0018 1247 1381 45

U00018 13236 13358 41

UO0018 34890 35066 59

U00018 35761 35874 38

U00019 2272 2493 74

uooo2o 21506 21658 51

u0oo2o 25416 25601 62

UO0021 12530 12706 59

U00021 15971 16117 49

U00021 37283 37408 42

U00021 38123 38254 44

U00021 7388 7540 51

U00022 27434 27562 59

U00022 3766 3969 68

U15180 7740 7820 27

U15182 28664 28759 32

U15182 29565 29753 63

UI5182 35985 36131 49

U15182 8926 9108 61

UI5182 9500 9790 97

U15183 20364 20486 41

UI5183 7955 8491 179

UI5184 22962 23081 40

UI5184 26160 26324 55

UI5184 32406 32600 65

UI5184 34638 34946 103

U15187 1477 1614 46

UI5187 15743 15910 56

UI5187 10053 10151 33

X65546 11 217 69

x73822 303 518 72

X77128 1 192 64

X77128 443 604 201

Z14314 14430 14729 100

Z14314 16003 16119

ZI4314 16257 16373 39 d 0.5457

zi4314 25748 25849 34 d 0.5291

Z14314 30289 30498 70 d 0.7596

Z14314 33951 34070 40 d 0.6209

Z46257 226 690 155 ¢ 0.6393

Z46257 10162 10287 42 c 0.7343

Z46257 26918 27079 54 d 0.6001

Z46257 32811 32948 46 c 0.6267

Z46257 6151 6933 261 c 0.5109

M. capricolum

D13065 367 597 77 d 0.7918

K02974 3 314 104 d 0.7001

X06414 842 937 32 d 0.5714

Z33008 28 216 63 d 0.5589

Z33015 I 192 64 d 0.6902

Z33030 2 349 116 c 0.8199

Z33032 3 275 91 c 0.7747

Z33044 2 187 62 d 0.7240

Z33047 264 452 63 d 0.6653

Z33059 397 693 99 d 0.7966

Z33060 120 341 74 c 0.6043

Z33102 170 334 55 c 0.6043

Z33195 113 340 76 d 0.6070

Z33235 1 351 117 d 0.7625

Z48956 319 624 102 d 0.7605

Table 5 - Positions of predicted pioneer genes. The length

of the protein in amino acids is given in AA column The

DNA strand is indicated either as ’d’ - direct or "c’ - the

reverse complement. The last column presents a protein

coding likelihood (an average a posteriori probability

score).

A reasonable question could be: How do we know that

predicted pioneer gene is not just a false positive artifact,

and, if not, what is a confidence level of pioneer gene

prediction?
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Figure 3. Histograms of gene length and pioneer gene

length in H. influenzae genome.
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This question is difficult to answer precisely, since it
amounts to preparing experimentally verified non-coding
sequence sets as well as sets of experimentally verified
pioneer genes. However, our previous results (Borodovsky
et al., 1994ab; 1995) show that pioneer genes are real and
GeneMark has an ability to predict these genes (see also
Fleischmann et al., 1995; Tatusov et al., 1996). The
confidence level can be estimated using the results of
computer simulations producing GeneMark score
distributions for samples of true genes and non-coding
ORFs (of course, "non-coding" in a sense of (3enBank
annotation). These results indicate that the ORF having 
GeneMark score higher than 0.5 has, depending on the
given species under consideration, as much as 90-95% of
confidence to be a true gene.

In addition to the pioneer genes, GeneMark predicted
quite a few new genes whose protein product was
corroborated by a BLAST search. These putative proteins
have similarities with a wide range of proteins from
different organisms and protein families. We made these
data available via anonymous FTP from amber.gatech.edu
as /pub/GeneMark/new_genes.blast and /pub/GeneMark/
new_genes.pioneer or on the world-wide web at http://
intron.biology.gatech.edu/new_genes. For example, two
putative genes were predicted in GenBank record L13170
(see Fig. 4).

The feature table of the record L13170 does not
mention a presence of any genes or gene fragments. The
putative proteins derived from GeneMark predictions were
used in a BLAST search. It was found that the first protein
showed strong similarity to several S1 ribosomal proteins
and that the second protein showed similarity to a
monoxygenase.

This example is typical for a situation where
unnoticed genes are found in the margins of GenBank
sequence record. It seems that one strength of GeneMark
is to focus the attention of the investigator on putative
gene regions which are worthy of efforts to attempt the
characterization of a putative protein by various methods

available at the protein sequence level. For instance, in
addition to conducting a BLAST similarity search,
multiple alignment techniques clearly show the presence
of an SI domain in a newly detected protein described
above (Fig. 5).

Applications of the GeneMark program to genomic
sequence analysis are currently more numerous than we
could mention in this short paper. The GeneMark
program and e-mall servers have been recently upgraded

Figure 4 - The GeneMark graph for the GenBank sequence
# L13170 (B. subtilis). A posteriori probability functions
are shown by thin lines. ORFs are rendered as horizontal
bars at the 0.5 probability level. Regions between
subsequent in-frame stop codons in which there is a
sustained coding probability higher than the threshold
parameter are designated as thick horizontal gray bars.
Start and stop codons are indicated as upward and
downward ticks respectively.

and now include the refined procedure for prediction of
position of translation initiation, as well as the procedure
for prediction of location of ribosomal binding site. The
new version of the program is able to identify possible
sequencing errors that result in frameshifts within protein

consensus
SIHI/BACSU
o622/ECOLI
RSIHBACSU
RSI_ECOLI
PNP_ECOLI
YABRBACSU

iRS1H/HUM.~I"

.... GI. .U.O.U. .I/. . .OA.V.U ..... (~,/t.l’. .S ...... U ...... U. .G. .%1,. . .tt. .U ...... U.r. ....
2 DLKE(~MELQGTVRNVVD FGh%FVD Z GV’KQ DGT.VH I ~KL S NQFVKH P L DVVSVGD IVTVW%rDGVDVQKGRVS r .S MVKL13170

495 DLQPGMI LEQA%rTNVTNFGk%FVDXGVHQDGr.VH I S SLSNKFVEDPHTVVKAGDIVKVKVLEVDLQRKR IALTMRL U18997
268 KVKPGDVLE(gTVQRr.VSF(~%FVE X L PGVE(gr.VH I SQ I SNKH IGT PHEVLEEGQTVKVKVLDVNENEERZ Sr.SMRE P38494
448 LNKK(~AIVT(gKVTAVDAK(LKTVELADGVEGMr-RASEASRDRVEDATLVLSVQDEVEAKFTG~R~X SLSVRA P 02349
617 E I EV(~RVYTGKVTRXVDF(IAFVAIGGGKEGr.VH I SQ I ADKRVEKVT DYLQMGQEVPVKVLEVDRQ- GRX Rr.S I P05055

1 S I EV(gSK]SQGKZTG X TNF(IAFVEr-PGG STGT.VH 18EVAD~DINDHLKV(~DQVEVKVINVEKD - GKXGLS I P37560
278 QIAA(gSVLE(~TVKRVKDF(IAFVE’r L PG I E~I*-VHVSQI SNKR’r ENPS EVLK S~IDKVQVTCVLDTKPAEER’r S~.SMKAU05589

Figure 5. An S1 domain containing protein found in GenBank L13170 - This multiple alignment constructed by the program
MACAW (Schuler et al., 1991) includes the C-terminal portion of a newly found putative B. subtilis gene product (top row), as well
as S I domains from the E. coli and human ribosomal protein S 1, and their uncharacterized homologs from E. coli and B. subtilis.
The consensus shows residues conserved in all of the aligned sequences; U - a bulky hydrophobic residue. The distances from the N-
termini are indicated.
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coding regions. The addresses for GeneMark e-mail
servers are given in Materials and Methods section.
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